Safety and Effects of the Vector for the Leber Hereditary Optic Neuropathy Gene Therapy Clinical Trial
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**IMPORTANCE** We developed a novel strategy for treatment of Leber hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON) caused by a mutation in the nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide dehydrogenase subunit IV (ND4) mitochondrial gene.

**OBJECTIVE** To demonstrate the safety and effects of the gene therapy vector to be used in a proposed gene therapy clinical trial.

**DESIGN AND SETTING** In a series of laboratory experiments, we modified the mitochondrial ND4 subunit of complex I in the nuclear genetic code for import into mitochondria. The protein was targeted into the organelle by agency of a targeting sequence (alloptic expression). The gene was packaged into adeno-associated viral vectors and then vitreally injected into rodent, nonhuman primate, and ex vivo human eyes that underwent testing for expression and integration by immunohistochemical analysis and blue native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. During serial follow-up, the animal eyes underwent fundus photography, optical coherence tomography, and multifocal or pattern electroretinography. We tested for rescue of visual loss in rodent eyes also injected with a mutant G11778A ND4 homologue responsible for most cases of LHON.

**EXPOSURE** Ocular infection with recombinant adeno-associated viral vectors containing a wild-type alloptic human ND4 gene.

**MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES** Expression of human ND4 and rescue of optic neuropathy induced by mutant human ND4.

**RESULTS** We found human ND4 expressed in almost all mouse retinal ganglion cells by 1 week after injection and ND4 integrated into the mouse complex I. In rodent eyes also injected with a mutant alloptic ND4, wild-type alloptic ND4 prevented defective adenosine triphosphate synthesis, suppressed visual loss, reduced apoptosis of retinal ganglion cells, and prevented demise of axons in the optic nerve. Injection of ND4 in the ex vivo human eye resulted in expression in most retinal ganglion cells. Primates undergoing vitreal injection with the ND4 test article and followed up for 3 months had no serious adverse reactions.

**CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE** Expression of our alloptic ND4 vector in the ex vivo human eye, safety of the test article, rescue of the LHON mouse model, and the severe irreversible loss of visual function in LHON support clinical testing with mutated G11778A mitochondrial DNA in our patients.
The clinical features of Leber hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON), a degenerative visual disorder, were first described in 1871. Most patients with LHON have the G11778A mutation, which affects the ND4 gene (NCBI Entrez Gene 4538). The remaining patients have the G3460A mutation, which affects the ND1 gene (NCBI Entrez Gene 4535), or the T14484C mutation, which affects the ND6 gene (NCBI Entrez Gene 4541). These 3 mutations are considered the primary causes of LHON, and each presents a significant risk for severe visual loss. All are associated with focal degeneration of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs).

Because most mitochondrial proteins are expressed in the nucleus and imported into the organelle, we adapted the approach termed allotypic expression, in which a nuclear version of the mitochondrial gene (ND4 in this case) was expressed in the nucleus, translated on cytoplasmic polyribosomes, and imported into the mitochondria with the addition of an N-terminal mitochondrial targeting sequence. In studies more than a decade ago, expression of the allotypic ND4 gene in G11778A LHON cells corrected defective adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthesis. Next, this technology was used to generate a mouse model of LHON by delivering a nuclear-encoded version of the mutant human ND4 that induced swelling of the optic nerve head, followed by a progressive demise of RGCs and their axons. In contrast, expression of the wild-type (WT) allotypic ND4 produced no abnormalities in visual function or pathologic changes in the retina or optic nerve. Herein we describe the efficacy and safety of the vector proposed for the treatment of LHON caused by mutated G11778A mitochondrial DNA.

Methods

Construction of the Viral Vector and Intraocular Injections

The WT and mutant (MT) allotypic ND4FLAG fusion genes containing the mitochondrial targeting sequences and epitope tag were constructed and packaged into adeno-associated viral (AAV) virions as previously described. This process is described in detail in the Supplement (eMethods). All animal procedures were performed in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. Fifteen mice received 1 μL of self-complementary AAV type 2 (scAAV2)-WT-ND4FLAG (triple Y-F capsid) (3.98 × 10^12 vector genomes [vg]/mL) vitreally injected into the right eyes and 1 μL of scAAV-GFP (GFP) (NCBI Entrez Gene 7011691) (1.09 × 10^12 vg/mL) into the left eyes. Seventy-two hours after these injections, single-stranded AAV2 (ssAAV2)-MT-ND4FLAG was injected into both eyes. In another group of mice (n = 10), 1 μL of ssAAV2-WT-ND4FLAG (6.80 × 10^12 vg/mL) was injected into the right eye and 1 μL of ssAAV2-GFP was injected into the left eye. Seventy-two hours after these injections, 1 μL of ssAAV2-MT-ND4FLAG (G11778A) was injected into both eyes. A summary of the use of animals in our experiments is provided in the Supplement (eTable).

To test the safety of the vector for a phase 1 clinical trial, 3 rhesus macaques (1 male and 2 female, aged 3-7 years) were injected with the test article scAAV2(Y444,500,730F)-PtdN4v2 that lacked the FLAG epitope. Two additional animals were injected with scAAV2-GFP (triple Y-F capsid), driven by the same promoter (small cytomegalovirus chicken β-actin [smCBA]) as the PtdN4v2 test article.

Electrophysiological Examinations

Pattern electroretinograms (PERGs) were obtained in mice at 1, 6, and 12 months after the viral injection as previously described. Rhesus macaques underwent assessment by multifocal electoretinography before intravitreal injection and at 1 and 3 months after vector injection.

Imaging

The mouse retina was imaged at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months after AAV injection using optical coherence tomography (OCT) (Bi-optigen, Inc) as described previously. Rhesus macaques underwent assessment by ophthalmologic examination, color retinal fundus photography (FF450; Zeiss), and OCT (Heidelberg Spectralis; Heidelberg Engineering, Inc) before intravitreal injection and at 5 days, 1 and 2 weeks, and 1 and 3 months after vector injection. For 1 animal, retinal imaging was also done at 4 months.

Expression Analyses

For expression studies, mice were humanely killed 1, 3, and 7 days after the viral injections. The eyes were removed and underwent immunohistochemical processing as previously described. Because our goal is to treat patients with LHON, we also tested for transgene expression in 2 normal human eyes that were surgically removed for control of periorcular spread of cancers.

In rhesus macaque eyes, retinal longitudinal sections (8 μm) were obtained. The FLAG-positive cells (right eyes), GFP-positive cells (left eyes), and Thy1.2-positive RGCs (both eyes) were counted. Images of the optic nerves from the right and left eyes were analyzed for diameters.

Mice receiving the double viral injections were killed humanely 1 year (scAAV) or 6 months (ssAAV) after injections. The eyes and optic nerves underwent immunohistochemical processing and electron microscopic examination as previously described. Primates injected with scAAV-PtdN4v2 (triple Y-F capsid) were killed humanely 3 months after scAAV injections. Total RNA was isolated from the retinas and optic nerves of injected eyes and un.injected controls. Sequencing of reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction products was performed using a commercially available cycle sequencing kit (ABI Prism BigDye Terminator kit; Applied Biosciences).

One year after intravitreal viral injections, 5 mice were killed humanely and the optic nerves were immediately dissected for measurements of the rate of ATP synthesis as previously described. Fragmentation of DNA characteristic of apoptosis in mice retinal whole mounts 1 year after AAV injections (n = 3) was monitored by terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase–mediated deoxyuridine triphosphate nick-end labeling.
Blue native–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of rats intravitreally injected with scAAV2-WT-ND4FLAG (triple-Y-F capsid) (n = 5) or un.injected rats (n = 5) was performed based on the method of Calvaruso et al.17

**Statistical Analysis**

We used the 2-tailed, unpaired t test to compare the transduction efficiency of right eyes inoculated with scAAV2-WT-ND4 (triple-Y-F capsid) and RGCs identified by Thy1.2 positivity. We also used the 2-tailed, unpaired t test in rescue studies to compare the right eyes inoculated with scAAV2-WT-ND4FLAG (triple-Y-F capsid) plus ssAAV2-NT-ND4FLAG and the control (left) eyes receiving scAAV2-GFP plus ssAAV2-NT-ND4FLAG. P ≤ .05 was considered significant.

**Results**

**Expression of WT Allotopic Human ND4 in Mice**

Intravitreal injection of WT allotopic ND4FLAG packaged in scAAV with triple Y-F capsid modifications had a perinuclear pattern of immunolabeling consistent with mitochondrial localization in RGCs (Supplement eFigure 1A). In contrast, the contralateral eyes injected with scAAV2-GFP had nuclear and cytoplasmic expression in cells of the RGC layer (Supplement eFigure 1B). Quantitative analysis revealed that, relative to the number of Thy1.2-positive RGCs, ND4FLAG-expressing RGCs increased from 21% at 1 day after injection to 50% by 3 days and 85% by 7 days (Supplement eFigure 1C). Thus, WT allotopic ND4 was rapidly expressed in almost all RGCs.

**Expression of WT Allotopic ND4 in Ex Vivo Human Eyes**

Confocal microscopy of the ex vivo human retinal flat mounts focused on the RGC layer revealed 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)–labeled cell nuclei (Figure 1A) with ND4FLAG expression (Figure 1B) surrounding the nucleus of almost all RGCs (Figure 1C). At higher magnification, human RGC (Figure 1D) expression of ND4FLAG (Figure 1E) was perinuclear (Figure 1F). At high power, ND4FLAG expression was punctate (Figure 1G), as were mitochondria labeled with a bona fide mitochondrial marker voltage-dependent anion channel/porin (Figure 1H) that colocalized with ND4FLAG (Figure 1I). Quantitative analysis revealed that, with intravitreal injection of more than 1011 vg, 84% of cells in the RGC layer expressed ND4FLAG (Figure 1J).

**Transcription of MT and WT Allotopic Human ND4 in Mice**

Next, we tested for rescue of optic neuropathy in a mouse model of LHON induced by co-injection of AAV virions containing the MT allotopic ND4 allele.18 To demonstrate that MT and WT human ND4 are expressed in mouse eyes co-injected with ssAAVs containing the disease-inducing MT R340H ND4 and with the rescue WT human ND4, we performed reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction of RNA isolated from 10 mice that received injections of the MT and WT alleles into both eyes. We found human ND4 messenger RNAs in the retina and optic nerves, but not in the heart (Figure 2A). Gene sequencing of the amplicons showed the presence of MT R340H ND4 (CAC-histidine) (Figure 2B) and WT R340R (AGG-arginine) complementary DNA (Figure 2C), thus confirming transcription of human MT and WT ND4 alleles in double-injected eyes. Previous studies11,12 have demonstrated that the MT ND4 allele induces optic neuropathy in mice and that WT human ND4 is safe and does not cause visual loss in mice. Our next step was to determine whether the WT human ND4 would provide rescue of visual dysfunction induced by the MT human ND4 allele.

**Rescue of Visual Loss by WT Allotopic Human ND4**

Using the PERG, a sensitive measure of visual potential and RGC function,19 we recorded signals in mice 1, 6, and 12 months after intraocular injections of rescue vector scAAV2-NT-ND4FLAG (packaged with triple Y-F VP3 capsid modifications) and the disease-inducing ssAAV2-NT-ND4FLAG into the right eyes. The left eyes received the disease-inducing AAV-MT-ND4FLAG followed by scAAV containing only GFP (ie, mock rescue) that had been demonstrated to have no adverse effects on the optic nerve.20 Preservation of visual function was assessed by comparisons between treated and mock-treated eyes and comparison with PERG recordings of healthy mice receiving no injection (controls) belonging to the same age groups as AAV-injected mice. Seventeen experimental mice and 14 controls contributed data to this analysis.

One month after intraocular injections, the mean (SE) PERG amplitudes in the mock-rescued left eyes receiving scAAV2-GFP along with the disease-inducing ssAAV2-NT-ND4 diminished (18.1 [2.5] μV) relative to age-matched controls (27.4 [2.8] μV; P = .02). The mean (SE) PERG amplitudes in these left eyes significantly worsened at 6 months (16.8 [1.95] μV; P = .06) and 1 year (12.9 [3.2] μV; P = .02) after injection. However, rescued right eyes compared with the age-matched controls showed no significant differences at any point examined (Figure 2D). For PERG amplitudes, analysis of variance with random effects to account for correlated measurements of the same animals over time found a statistically significant difference between right eyes rescued with WT allotopic ND4 (mean [SE], 18.668 [0.979] μV) and left eyes mock-treated with GFP (15.254 [1.052] μV; P = .02). The mean (SE) of left and right eyes together in the controls was 23.703 (1.687) μV. Amplitudes for WT ND4–injected right eyes were reduced relative to those of the controls (P = .01). Values of the GFP-treated left eyes were also reduced relative to those of controls (P < .001). In addition, we found a statistically significant difference in PERG latency between the rescued right eyes (mean [SE], 108.343 [2.983] milliseconds) and mock-treated left eyes (126.753 [3.204] milliseconds; P < .001), but not between the right eyes and controls (110.692 [5.138] milliseconds; P = .69). These findings indicate that WT allotopic ND4 gene therapy prevents visual loss and RGC dysfunction with gene delivery using the highly efficient expression achieved by the triple Y-F capsid scAAV2.

**Prevention of RGC Demise by Allotopic Human ND4: Serial OCT Imaging**

Next, we looked for structural preservation of RGCs with treatment. Intraocular injections of the rescue WT allotopic ND4 packaged with triple Y-F VP3 scAAV capsids prevented loss of
the RGC layer and the adjacent inner plexiform layer. Serial OCT imaging of the rescued right eyes (n = 14) at 1 (Figure 2E), 3 (Figure 2F), 6 (Figure 2G), and 12 (Figure 2H) months after injection revealed no significant differences of the RGC and inner plexiform layers. In contrast, the contralateral mock-treated eyes exhibited initial swelling of the optic nerve head, also seen in patients with LHON and acute visual loss, and of the adjacent RGC and inner plexiform layers at 1 month (Figure 2I), followed by progressive thinning of these layers at 3 (Figure 2J) and 6 (Figure 2K) months after injection and almost complete loss (Figure 2L) in some eyes examined 1 year after injection. Differences between the right eyes undergoing WT ND4 rescue and left eyes undergoing mock GFP treatment were statistically significant at 6 (P = .02) and 12 (P = .005) months after injection (Figure 2M). Thus, WT allotopic ND4 ameliorated progressive loss of cells in the RGC layer.

Prevention of RGC Loss by WT Allotopic ND4: Histopathologic Studies

One year after intraocular injections, light microscopy showed no thinning of the inner retina in right eyes rescued from the disease-inducing R340H MT allotopic ND4 by coinjection of the WT allotopic ND4 delivered by scAAV (triple Y-F capsid) (Figure 3A). Higher magnification revealed no cell loss in the RGC layer (Figure 3B and C). In contrast, left eyes mock rescued with GFP from the adverse effects of the R340H MT allotopic ND4 had marked loss of the inner retina (Figure 3D) with substantial demise of RGCs (Figure 3E and F). Quantitative
Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (A) of RNA isolated from the retinas and optic nerves (ONs) of 10 mice that received injections of mutant and wild-type (WT) allotopic ND4 into the right and left eyes showed the expected 242-base pair (bp) bands. The ND4 plasmid served as a positive control. Heart tissue isolated from injected animals was negative for human ND4. Gene sequencing of the amplicons (B and C) showed R340H mutant (MT) allotopic ND4 (CAC-histidine) and R340R WT allotopic ND4 (AGG-arginine) DNA to be present. ATP indicates adenosine triphosphate. For rescue of visual dysfunction, a bar plot (D) shows the percentage of worsening pattern electroretinogram (PERG) amplitudes of mock-treated left eyes relative to those of normal (no injection) controls was statistically significant, but no differences were detected between the treated right eyes and controls. Results of in vivo imaging (E-L) indicate that eyes protected against the effects of R340H MT ND4 by WT allotopic ND4 packaged in triple Y-F capsid–modified self-complementary adeno-associated viral (scAAV) vector showed no evidence of optic nerve head swelling or loss of the inner retinal layers at 1 (E), 3 (F), 6 (G), and 12 (H) months after injection. In contrast, the mock-treated left eyes developed swelling of the optic nerve head (arrowheads) (I), with progressive thinning of the inner retina at 3 (arrowheads) (J) and 6 months (arrowheads) (K) after injection and almost complete loss 12 months after injection (L). GCL indicates ganglion cell layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; and ONL, outer nuclear layer. A bar plot (M) shows that differences in thickness of the retinal ganglion cell and inner plexiform layers (RGC + IPL) between the rescued right eyes and mock-treated left eyes were statistically significant by 6 and 12 months after injection. Whiskers indicate standard error.

aP = .02.
bP = .006.
cP = .005

analysis revealed an almost 3-fold rescue of RGCs (mean [SE], 22,547 [1149] cells/mm²) for rescued right eyes relative to the mock-treated left eyes (8390 [695.6] cells/mm²), with differences being highly significant (P = 6.3 x 10⁻¹⁶) (Figure 3G). Wild-type ND4 delivered by standard ssAAV2 did not prevent RGC loss (Supplement [eFigure 2A-C]) or apoptosis induced by the
MT ND4 allele (Supplement [eFigure 2D]). Mock-treated eyes showed similar ultrastructural damage (Supplement [eFigure 2E]). Thus, rescue with WT ND4 packaged with triple Y-F capsid–modified scAAV was highly effective against RGC injury induced by R340H MT ND4.

Prevention of Optic Nerve Atrophy by WT Allotopic ND4

Gross dissection specimens of animals killed humanely 1 year after rescue with WT ND4 packaged with the triple Y-F capsid–modified scAAV showed striking differences between eyes. Treated right optic nerves were of normal caliber along their entire length from the back of the eye to the optic chiasm (Figure 4A and B). In contrast, the left optic nerves of these animals were markedly atrophic, with a 40% loss in diameter (Figure 4C-E) that was highly significant relative to the treated right optic nerves (P = 1.3 × 10^{-13}). Transmission electron micrographs showed few remaining fibers, some with degenerating axon profiles in mock-treated optic nerves even 1 year after intraocular injections (Figure 5A), when axonal loss and fibers with thin myelin lamellae were prominent ultrastructural findings (Figure 5B). In contrast, axons of rescued optic nerves were relatively preserved and numerous (Figure 5C). When delivered by ssAAV, WT ND4 did not prevent axonal loss (Supplement [eFigure 2F]). Thus, WT allotopic ND4 gene delivery prevented optic neuropathy induced by the MT ND4 when delivered by the triple Y-F capsid–modified scAAV2.

Prevention of Loss of Oxidative Phosphorylation by WT Allotopic ND4

The rate of complex I–dependent ATP synthesis was reduced almost 90% in mock-rescued mouse optic nerves (ATP level, 12 nmol/min per milligram of optic nerve tissue) relative to the uninjected optic nerves of controls (112 nmol/min per milligram) (Supplement [eFigure 3A]). This difference was significant (P = .003). The optic nerves of eyes injected with the R340H MT ND4 and rescued with the R340R WT ND4 (ATP level, 42 nmol/min per milligram of optic nerve tissue) had
complex I–dependent ATP synthesis rates that were not significantly different from those of controls receiving no injection. Thus, the degree of oxidative phosphorylation loss induced by the R340H MTND4 allele was suppressed by WT allotypic ND4.

Suppression of RGC Apoptosis by WT Allotypic ND4
Because defective respiration is linked to cell death, we tested for apoptosis next. Retinas from eyes rescued with WT allotypic ND4 had approximately 85% fewer apoptotic cells (mean [SE], 114 [15] cells/mm²) compared with mock-rescued eyes (744 [105.6] cells/mm²; \( P < .001 \)) (Supplement [eFigure 3B]). Thus, allotypic expression of WT ND4 provided long-term rescue against neurodegeneration when delivered by the scAAV vector.

Incorporation of Allotypic ND4 Into Respiratory Complexes
Next, we looked for incorporation of WT allotypic ND4 into respiratory complexes. Antibodies against NDUFA9 (hydroxyl-

Figure 4. Histopathologic Findings of the Optic Nerve

A gross dissection specimen (A) revealed marked atrophy of the mock-treated left optic nerve (left arrowheads) along its entire length from the back of the left eye (OS) to the optic chiasm. Wild-type (WT) ND4 packaged with the triple Y-F capsid–modified (TM) self-complementary adeno-associated viral vector prevented atrophy of the right optic nerve (right arrowheads) in the right eye (OD) that was of normal caliber along its entire length. Schematic illustration (B) of part A. A bar plot (C) shows differences in optic nerve diameters between the right (WT-ND4[TM] + G11778A) and left (green fluorescent protein + G11778A-ND4) eyes were highly significant. Cross sections through the optic nerve taken approximately 1 mm behind the globe confirmed the marked atrophy of the left optic nerve (D). Cross section of the rescued right optic nerve shows no marked atrophy (E). Scale bar in parts D and E indicates 100 μm. \( P = 1.3 \times 10^{-12} \).
Safety in Nonhuman Primates

Next, we tested the safety of WT allotopic ND4 for human gene therapy using rhesus macaques. In 1 animal, fundus photographs obtained before injection (Figure 6A) and 5 days (Figure 6B), 1 week (Figure 6C), 2 weeks (Figure 6D), 1 month (Figure 6E), 2 months (Figure 6F), and 3 months (Figure 6G) after injection of the right eye remained normal and similar to the uninjected left eye photographed at the same intervals (Figure 6H-N). The scAAV-injected right eye of a second animal was normal at baseline (Figure 6O) and 5 days (Figure 6P), 1 week (Figure 6Q), and 2 weeks (Figure 6R) after injection, but developed a mild vitritis at 1 month after injection (Figure 6S) that cleared at 2 months (Figure 6T) to 3 months (Figure 6U) after injection. The uninjected left eye of this animal remained normal throughout the study (Figure 6V-AB). The third animal (not shown) had no significant adverse ocular reactions to AAV injections. The OCT measurements of macular thickness and volume showed no changes from baseline to 3 months after injection (Supplement [eFigure 5]), and multifocal electroretinography showed no loss of retinal function (Supplement [eFigure 6]) in any of the eyes. Ocular histologic studies confirmed the in-life evaluations showing that allotopic ND4 injection showed complex I subunits NDUF9, NDUF5, and NDUF8 migrating below the approximately 1000-kDa complex I (Supplement [eFigure 4C]). The band for ND4FLAG migrated with the complex I subunits, indicating incorporation of human ND4 into the mouse complex I (Supplement [eFigure 4D]). Hydrophobic mitochondrial proteins, such as ND4, have been shown to migrate at masses ranging from 35 to 50 kDa, thus faster than its molecular mass of 52 kDa, as we also see herein. These findings further support earlier studies using immunoprecipitation of complex I subunits identified by mass spectroscopy that allotopic ND4 forms respiratory complexes.²

Conclusions

Previous studies have shown that expression of the WT allotopic ND4 produced no abnormalities in visual function or pathologic changes in the vitreous, retina, or optic nerve of rodents. Our allotopic WT human ND4 vector produced only mild transient inflammation in a single monkey that was also seen in another study.⁴⁵ Taken with the absence of structural or functional abnormalities on OCT and multifocal electroretinograms in eyes that most closely resemble those of humans, these findings suggest that our good manufacturing practice gene therapy vector is safe for testing in a phase 1 clinical trial for G11778A LHON. Furthermore, expression of WT allotopic ND4 of the normal homologue of the defective R340H ND4 gene into the mitochondria of the mouse retina preserved vision, restored defective ATP synthesis, and prevented apoptosis of RGCs and demise of optic nerve axons for almost the entire lifespan of the laboratory mouse. Because the human vector to be used for the clinical trial could not contain an epitope tag for immunodetection, we tested expression of GFP delivered by the triple Y-F capsid-modified scAAV in 2 nonhuman primates, in which it expressed in RGCs of the macula, which are affected in patients with LHON. Our findings complement previous studies demonstrating that the...
tagged version of WT allotopic ND4 expresses in ex vivo primate eyes and enucleated human eyes, suggesting that it will also do so when injected into the eyes of patients with LHON.

A masked randomized clinical trial of idebenone failed to show efficacy in the primary outcome measure of improving vision in patients with LHON. The absence of
other proven effective treatment modalities for mitochondrial diseases,\textsuperscript{48,49} expression of allotopic \textit{ND4} in the \textit{ex vivo} human and nonhuman primate eyes, the safety of our test article in the rodent and primate visual systems, and the severe irreversible loss of vision and RGCs in human LHON\textsuperscript{43} suggest the time for translation of allotopic \textit{ND4} gene therapy in a phase 1 trial of LHON may be close at hand.
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